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This article is about Daryl Urbanski's vision to create 200 new
multimillionaire business owners, his unique approaches including the
seven-figure funnel formula and tribal marketing, and impactful ways he
suggests for scaling a business.

It is important because it provides valuable insights and actionable
strategies from a proven business and entrepreneurial expert.

The benefit of the benefit from doing these exercises is a deep
understanding and practical application of the strategies discussed,
potentially leading to scaled business success.

Quote to remember from the Interview

"Marketing can be used for good and for evil. At the end of the day, it's just
about doing stuff that fulfills you." - Daryl Urbanski

What You'll Learn From the Activity

The questions and activities will encourage critical thinking, build
understanding of the concepts mentioned in the article, and facilitate
personal reflection on how to apply these insights in your own business.



Activity
In a sentence, what does the seven-figure funnel formula mean to you?

Why are multi-step marketing campaigns pivotal to business scalability?

Write short notes explaining your understanding of the 'Rule of 10,000'.

How would you implement the seven-figure funnel formula in your
business?

List three ways you can systemize your business following Urbanski's
advice.



Reflect on how multi-step marketing campaigns can affect your current
business model.

Describe 'tribes' in a business context.

Based on the article, outline two scalable strategies for managing different
'tribes' in your business.

Reflect on the quote, "What makes your seven-figure funnel formula
unique? It's about managing the different tribes in your business in scalable
ways". What does this mean to you?



Considering Daryl's Rule of 10,000, what adjustments, if any, would be
required in your current business market?

Identify three potential markets that could actualise your financial goals.

Describe in your own words the difference between scalable and
non-scalable business models.

Where can you find more information on the seven-figure funnel?

Write a short paragraph on what you learned from the article's discussion
on marketing innovation.



Based on the article, how would you describe Urbanski's upcoming book?

How could you utilise 'Tribal Marketing' tactics in your current business?

Assess the scalability of your current business under the 'Rule of 10,000'.
How would you connect with Urbanski for more insights?

Based on the quote, "Marketing can be used for good and for evil... it's just
about doing stuff that fulfills you." How does this resonate with your
approach to business?



Reflect on all of Daryl's strategies. Which resonates the most with you, and
why?


